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If you think that there is something vaguely familiar about the
cover to this month’s Freewheelin, then you are not far out. The
truth is that I am stuck in a Barnett Newman moment and I cannot
get his ‘zips’ out of my system.

A ‘zip’, if you recall the explanation given in my ‘Coverdown’
to Freewheelin 208, is a vertical line that separates one
section from another. In life, a ‘zip; could be a borderline,
where some howling beast of religion resides, that separates one
country from another; or perhaps a prison wall that separates
all of those wrong doers on the inside from all of us right
doers on the outside.
There is though a profound difference between this cover and
that of Freewheelin’ 208. In this cover the line is broken and
in fact it disappears up the sleeve of a magician. Thus, as if
by magic, the two sections merge and become one. Just like that.
Now you may think that Tommy Cooper (no relation to Chris) is,
with his left hand, magically raising Dylan from a laundry
basket. Actually, he is pushing Dylan’s head back down into the
basket because it is not yet time for Dylan to truly separate
himself from his past and emerge as the choice for a veneration.
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Another quiet month folks.
Hopefully this drought will be changing soon now that Dylan is once again on the road in
Australia. Not much new this month otherwise. Actually the only truly new item of course
is the new video for the single “Cross The Green Mountain” currently available as a
DVD if you buy the Soundtrack album. You will find amore detailed mention of this
elsewhere in this issue. I would grab it while you can.
But fear not, looking through the dusty files and boxes I have located a few items that
seem to have slipped past the net on the first occasion.
Here they are.

D7 A8 S7 H7 F7 I BL5
20-06-98
ARENA NEWCASTLE
79.00
Gotta Serve Somebody /If Not For You/ Cold Irons Bound/ Simple Twist Of Fate / Silvio / To
Ramona /Masters Of War /Love Minus Zero/No Limit /Tangled Up In Blue /Forever Young /A
Hard Rain's A-Gonna Fall /Highway 61 Revisited /ove Sick /Rainy Day Women Nos. 12 & 35
A superb gig, a shame the video is not a little steadier, if it was I would say this was pretty
essential, But as it is..
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D5 A8 S9 H8 F 8 I BC3
02-04-95
ASTON VILLA, BIRMINGHAM
101:00
Crash On The Levee (Down In The Flood) /Just Like Tom Thumb's Blues/All Along The
Watchtower/ What Good Am I ? /Tombstone Blues/ Tears Of Rage /Mr. Tambourine Man/
Desolation Row /To Ramona /Highway 61 Revisited /Jokerman/ Lenny Bruce ///Like A Rolling
Stone /It Ain't Me, Babe
Yet another good film from this show. This captures the entire show and is very very steady. It is
not as sharp as some and arguably the sound is a little more boomy here but this is still a very
nice film and one to look out for. Why has it taken so long to get here you ask? (OK I ask) Well.
I really have no idea at all.

D6 A8 S7 H8 F 7 I BR5
11-12-95
BEACON THEATRE, NEW YORK CITY
84:00
Drifter's Escape / Senor (Tales Of Yankee Power) /All Along The Watchtower /Tears Of Rage /
Most Likely You Go Your Way (And I'll Go Mine) /Silvio /Mr. Tambourine Man /Masters Of
War / Mama, You Been On My Mind /Dark Eyes /Jokerman /Highway 61 Revisited ///Alabama
Getaway /Girl Of The North Country /Rainy Day Women Nos. 12 & 35
This is a much nicer find than may at first be obvious. Sure it could be a bit sharper and a bit
closer but the view is generally clear and it captures “Dark Eyes” so well. It still seem
inappropriate to me to see Patti Smith so feminine attired. She is really affectionate to Bob to on
this, getting very close at times and kissing him at the end. Can’t say it is essential stuff but is
certainly good to see.
Till Next Time
Chris Cooper
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It’s January 2003 so let’s have a look at what was happening in the press during February and
March 2002 (well, it makes sense to me). Firstly, we have some more reviews of Bob’s
February tour of the Southern States, so let’s begin on the count of three. Ah-one, ah-two, ahthree.
Tonya Jameson joined the crowd at the Charlotte Cricket Arena and penned a lukewarm
review for the Charlotte Observer. She felt that the first hour featured too much jamming
(bugger me, she should have been there in 1992 and 93 when individual songs went on for days)
and that “Dylan’s concert dwelled in monotony at times. The band grooved and everyone was
animated…but it wasn’t enough to dispel the repetitiveness.” And, although it was Bob Dylan
up there, “his band deserved all the attention.”
The Charleston Daily Mail’s Michael Lipton attended the Charleston Civic Center show
and had a different point of view; “…Make no mistake, Dylan’s current tour is not about going
through the motions. On the heels of one of his best releases in years, he is not only having fun
vocally toying with his songs, he appears to be downright inspired…There was a rare spirit
evident and Dylan still epitomizes the point at which simple, timeless rock & roll meets
intelligence, wit and stark rea lity. Too bad if you missed it – this doesn’t happen very often.”
In a nice article for Technician Online, Grayson Currin went along to the shows in
Winston-Salem and Charlotte and thoroughly enjoyed both, though Charlotte seems to have had
the edge; “…This group of four musicians, joined by perhaps the greatest songwriter to ever
grace a stage, is a complex and revealing fusion of Dylan’s folk, country and bluegrass roots that
knows exactly how to bring it all together for a complete rock show…The force of his message
has yet to diminish.”
Steven Uhles of the Augusta Chronicle similarly found inspiration at the AugustaRichmond County Civic Center; “…Instead of providing a litany of campfire-ready songs from
his collection of singles, a sort of Bob Dylan revue, Mr Dylan seemed intent on creating a living,
breathing work of art…He remembers and appreciates his past without losing forward
momentum.”
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Mary Colurso knocked out a pretty brief review of Birmingham’s BJCC Arena gig for
al.com (“Alabama’s home on the net”, y’all); “…the show twirled, soared, dipped and dragged,
just like Dylan’s famous voice. It included a few sneaky- fine numbers from his latest album,
Love And Theft, and a couple of song culled from it’s darkly beautiful predecessor Time Out Of
Mind.”
The Tupelo Daily Journal’s M. Scott Morris enjoyed the BancopSouth Center show and
simply concluded, “All in all, it was a mellow and satisfying night in Tupelo” and Michael D.
Clark found Dylan and band reinvented as a Country & Western act at the Reliant Astrodome.
His Houston Chronicle review concentrated on the yee-ha! aspects of the show, though he did
admit that there were still moments of good ol’ fashioned rock ‘n’ roll; “…By the time an
electric guitar screamed through All Along The Watchtower, the Dome had been transformed
into the legendary “Royal Albert Hall” concert.”
The Dallas Observer’s Eric Waggoner turned in an entertaining overview of the current
tour; “…For the first time in many years, Dylan’s live show turns out to be not only strong
support for it’s source album, but a stunning piece of art all by itself. The brilliance – there is
simply no other, more appropriate word – of Dylan’s Love and Theft touring show doesn’t
answer any hoary questions concerning Good Bob vs. Bad Bob. It negates those questions,
cancels them out to zero, burns them down and blows them away like the ashes of the
Manchester Free Trade Hall in 1966.”
Keith Spera’s briefish review of the UNO Lakefront Arena show for The TimesPicayune still managed to be extremely positive; “…Dylan offered no hello, good-bye, thank
you, God bless or drive home safe; other than singing and introducing the band, he was mute.
But the finely wrought performance by this living legend and his stellar band spoke volumes.”
Another brief but positive review comes courtesy of The Shreveport Times’ Tim
Greening, who again noted the country- influenced direction but who also appreciated a
“stomping version” of All Along The Watchtower; “…That closed out an incredible show, which
demonstrated that the legendary Dylan truly is rejuvenated and still knows how to entertain – and
surprise – a crowd.”
Our final review this month is of the final date of the tour and it’s another good ‘un.
Michael Corcoran of the Austin American-Statesman certainly enjoyed the “near perfect” Erwin
Center gig (even going so far as to call the absence of an opening act “another perfect touch”
which, considering it could have been Phil Lesh or Van Morrison, it probably was); “…Sunday’s
show was the final stop on a North American tour, and the band scorched with the instinctive
intensity that comes only from doing the same thing night after night after night.”
What else? Well, there was a tribute to George Harrison in January’s Goldmine which
included a backstage photo at a Dave Edmund’s gig in Hollywood during February 1987. I’ve
seen the pic before – featuring, amongst others, Dylan, Harrison, Jeff Lynne and Duane Eddy –
but it’s interesting to read that it was at this moment that Harrison told journalist Robert Matheu
(who was covering the concert for Creem magazine); “Don’t you think this would make a great
band with all these guitar players? This would make a lovely band, with all these guys.” Matheu
seems pretty convinced that this is where the seed that grew into the Traveling Wilburys fifteen
months later was first sown. And perhaps it was.
Andy Gill selected his ten favourite Dylan bootlegs for the Winter edition of Mojo
Collections and included two wallet-knackering epics, namely the 26-CD set Jewels And
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Binoculars and the 14-CD box 1965 Revisited. Then there’s the small matter of the Mail On
Sunday previewing a t.v. show called Another Audience with Ken Dodd. Confused? Well, did
you ever think you’d read of Ken Dodd being called “the Bob Dylan of comedy”? (they share
the same hairdo and an appetite for neverending tours, apparently. This may be true, but Bob has
got better teeth. And he’s funnier). Note to overseas readers; Ken Dodd is a British institution.
So is fox hunting.
The February edition of Q awarded the vinyl version of Love and Theft one of the 2002
“Useless Packaging Awards”, insisting that it could have fitted onto one disc and that there’s
nothing satisfying about having to get up and turn the record over. A few pages further on they
were inviting art critic Matthew Collings to cast his critical eye over some rock star’s paintings.
Whilst Jerry Garcia, David Bowie and Ron wood came in for something of a mauling, Bob’s two
efforts are actually well received. Of Self Portrait, Collings decides; “…he could certainly leave
music, become an artist and be really good because he’s capable of having some depth to himself
as a person” and of the lesser known Lo and Behold, he concludes; “…I’d be surprised if a
rocker did this because art gets good when you do it every day and keep your hand in.” Even
further on, Toby Manning awards the reissued Time Out Of Mind four stars; “…his voice here
was better than in years, spitting out sparks into the compressed, bone-dry air of the production.
Just as restless lyrically as musically, this finds Dylan in love again and hating it.”
In the wake of the 2002 Grammies, the New York Times’ Robert Hilburn reckoned that it
was time to find a new voting system, since he obviously thinks Love and Theft should have won
the Album Of The Year category, yet the vote was split between Dylan and U2, allowing the O
Brother, Where Art Thou? Soundtrack to sneak in and win. David Leibowitz of The Arizona
Republic watched Bob perform Cry A While and ha d no idea of what he was singing, what it
meant or why he did it. Then again, he’s hardly a fan; “…The grammies will keep coming, as
will the sold-Out performances at Sun City’s Sundome, as will the “sassy leg thrusts”. Dylan
will mumble and America will fall to it’s knees. And in the desert, one lonely newspaper
columnist will struggle to decipher why.” There’s one bugger who didn’t buy Love and Theft,
then.
Finally, Josh Grossberg of E! Online News was warning all cinema lovers that Bob is
considering his first trip back to the silver screen since Hearts of shite. He will play Jack Fate in
Masked and Anonymous. Fate is “an itinerant bluesman who’s sprung from prison by his former
manager so he can perform one last show”. Producer Nigel Sinclair insists that “the character of
Jack Fate is not unlike Bob Dylan’s persona, so he is a natural for this role.” Déjà vu, anyone?
1986? Richard Marquand? Similar comments? Mind you, I guess Bob will only make it if it’s
in black and white, guest starring George Clooney and doesn’t mention the Mafia. Actually, if it
happens, by the time you read this, it will probably have been made, panned and released straight
to video.
THANKS THIS MONTH TO GRAHAM ASHTON AND BRYAN GRAY
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Chris Cooper

AIN’T NO USE TALKIN’ TO ME

Yet still you do, this month I have to comment on Robert Forryans’s opening paragraphs
in FW 208 in which he spends two paragraphs not responding to my comments in FW
207 ! Thanks Robert. You comments about “newer” members in the group are a
reasonable approximation. Yes, certainly later members were considered to some
extent for their ability to make regular contributions. Actually after the first 5 members
that has pretty much always been the way. I have not researched this thoroughly but
as far as memory serves virtually evry Dylan fanzine editor / main contributor has at one
time or another been a Freewheeler, or at least had original material in FW. Even the
late John Bauldie had an original piece in FW.
It is though fair comment to say that the more personal side has long been eroded in
our group. I am as guilty as any for doing that. We all have to decide if it is a natural
consequence of our moving into the public eye (a discussion long ago explored) or
simply a sign that we are all developing a degree of apathy that senescence brings, I
will leave that to you all.
But FW is about more than good writers.
It is also more than an area for soul searching so lets put that too one side and look
forward for awhile.
I got the “Gods And Generals” cd the other day. I must admit my initial rush was
prompted by the offer of a free DVD with it. I am glad to see that the case has room to
hold both, I wish the Live 1975 could also as being a tidy guy I like to keep these things
together.
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Well first off I quite like the packaging, and the overall soundtrack is certainly pretty
nice. Mostly instrumentals as you might expect. Dylan appears to share the songster
limelight with Mary Fahl who opens the cd with “Going Home”. Mary has a nice voice,
sort of somewhere between Enya and Emmylou Harris so she fits in there well with the
soundtrack. The fact that they seem to be the main support is further reinforced by the
fact that they have placed Bob’s song as far away as possible, that is, at the end.
At 8:12 it is easily the longest track on the CD. This is in stark contrast to the DVD but
more on that later. Here Dylan has written a song that seems to explore the American
Civil War in some detail. It has a menacing feel to it, suggesting that something awful
will happen at any moment. It highlights what a good band Dylan has at present.
Lets take a look at the lyrics :

I cross the green mountain,I sit by the stream
heaven blazing in my head,I dreamt a monstrous dream
something came up out of the sea
swept thru' the land of the rich and the free.
I look into the eyes of my merciful friend
and then I ask myself: is this the end?
memories linger,sad yet sweet
and I think of the souls in heaven who we'll meet.
altars are burning with flames far and wide
the foe has crossed over from the other side
they tip their caps from the top of the hill
you can feel them come more brave blood to spill
along the dim atlantic line
the ravaged land lies for miles behind
the light's coming forward and the streets are b road
all must yield to the avenging god.
the world is old,the world is gray
lessons of life can't be learned in a day
I watch and I wait and I listen while I stand
to the music that comes from a far better land.
close the eyes of our captain,peace may he know
his long night is done,the great leader is laid low
he was ready to fall,he was quick to defend
killed outright he was by his own men.
it's the last day's last hour of the last happy year
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I feel that the unknown world is so near
pride will vanish and glory will rot
but virtue lives and cannot be forgot.
the bells of evening have rung
there's blasphemy on every tongue
let them say that I walked in fair nature's light
and that I was loyal to truth and to right.
serve god and be cheerful,look upward beyond
beyond the darkness of masks,the surprises of dawn
in the deep green grasses and the blood-stained wood
they never dreamed of surrendering,they fell where they stood.
stars fell over alabama,I saw each star
you're walking in dreams whoever you are
chilled are the skies,keen is the frost
the ground’s froze hard and the morning is lost.
a letter to mother came today
gunshot wound to the breast is what it did say
but he'll be better soon,he's in a hospital bed
but he'll never be better,he's already dead.
I'm 10 miles outside the city and I'm lifted away
in an ancient light that is not of day
they were calm they were blunt ,we knew them all too well
we loved each other more than we ever dared to tell.

It is hard to imagine the metre of the song from the lyrics, Bob seems to be talking his
way through it, with the band producing a deep “southern sounding” background. It is
certainly very atmospheric.
NOW the DVD is a bit of a curates egg, Yes you get to see Bob In that amazing wig
which looks no more correct in the video than it did at Newport last year. Garnier and
Campbell also make brief appearances at the start. No you don’t get 8 but 3 minutes as
the song has been greatly edited for the video. Looking at this it is hard to see it
appearing in the film, I assume the video has been cut for promoting something. Maybe
a single? And if so what would be the flipside?? Time will tell… Its even more curios
when you watch the various clips of the film, most of which seem to feature groups of
soldiers bursting constantly into song! Dylan does not feature in any of this, nor of
course the video of “Going Home” also on the DVD (which is I must say quite typical film
soundtrack fodder.
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So what do I make of it. I have been driving around with the audio disc playing the last
couple of days and it is certainly a pleasant album. I have to say that Dylan’s
contribution whilst not detracting does not really add to the film. The clips I have seen
seem OK but I am no film buff. Certainly the news that it will be out on video at more
else the same time as release can be seen as a vote of no confidence I fear. Of course
it might also be an attempt to stop the obvious pirating that would otherwise go on as all
us fanatics lust after our own personal copy.
I cannot see that cutting almost 5 minutes out of the song has seriously changed it’s
content and that I think is something I am sorry to have to say..
Sure I will get it, but I don’t expect great things. It does not come over as being as dire
as “Hearts Of Fire” was, but let’s wait and see. But I guess you’ve already ordered your
cd/dvd pack???
So not bad, but could have been better.

Till Next Time.
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Political Science
By

Russell Blatcher

Over the Christmas holidays, I was trawling through an old video-tape of assorted music. In the
middle somewhere was a documentary about Randy Newman. I think it was the South Bank
Show – it certainly had their deadly earnestness about the ‘popular’ arts.
I still don’t really know how familiar Newman’s oeuvre is (even among those hip enough to be
Bob Dylan lovers). Apart from freak hits (Simon Smith, via Alan Price and Short People)
Newman’s sales have always been poor. And yet, in my view, he is not only among the elite of
American song writers (his name is not out of place along side Cole Porter, Irving Berlin or
Harold Arlen) but is also one of the funniest men alive. In the course of the documentary we
were treated to a selection from a live show. The song that struck me anew in the current climate
is entitled Political Science, which featured on the greatest of Newman’s albums Sail Away
(Reprise Records 2064-2, released May 1972).
No one likes us
I don't know why.
We may not be perfect
But heaven knows we try.
But all around even our old friends put us down.
Let's drop the big one and see what happens.
We give them money
But are they grateful?
No they're spiteful
And they're hateful.
They don't respect us so let's surprise them;
We'll drop the big one and pulverise them.
Now Asia's crowded
And Europe's too old.
Africa's far too hot,
And Canada's too cold.
And South America stole our name.
Let's drop the big one; there'll be no one left to blame us.
We'll save Australia;
Don't wanna hurt no kangaroo.
We'll build an all- American amusement park there;
They've got surfing, too.
Well, boom goes London,
And boom Paris.
More room for you
And more room for me.
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And every city the whole world round
Will just be another American town.
Oh, how peaceful it'll be;
We'll set everybody free;
You'll have Japanese kimonos, baby,
There'll be Italian shoes for me.
They all hate us anyhow,
So let's drop the big one now.
Let's drop the big one now.
First of all, let me say that written on the page the lyrics cannot convey the edgy dry delivery that
Newman accords them. His forte as a singer is to render the point of view of the narrator so well
that the listener can easily fall into the trap of believing that Newman speaks for himself. Indeed
he got into trouble with this very issue for the song Short People, which had many of the
Politically Correct breed of Americans accusing him of bigotry (“short people got no reason to
live” – ha ha how true).
How well Newman understands his homeland. But just consider how well these lyrics (written
over thirty years ago) address the current world ‘situation’ as seen by George Bush and Tony
Blair. Here is the parochial xenophobia and paranoia of “No one likes us- I don’t know why”.
Next comes the selfish and self-seeking foreign ‘aid’ (“we give them money, but are they
grateful?”); then the surface-skimming mind-boggling ignorance of others lands (“Asia’s
crowded and Europe’s too old”); and the cultural imperialism (“every city the whole world round
will just be another American town”).
Finally follows the time-honoured response of the primitive to anything they don’t understand:
random undirected violence (“let’s drop the big one now”). This harks back to that cold war
strategy (much missed by Rumsfeld and his ilk) of ‘mutually assured destruction’ – the
solipsist’s dream.
Very few in the U.S.A. with views that run counter to the currently dominant hawk persuasion
(and I know there must be many) seem to have access to the organs of the mass media. You may
find long conversations with Noam Chomsky on BBC Four, but this great iconoclast and
freethinker’s voice is muted in his homeland. Randy Newman gets away with it I suppose
because his sales are so poor. There can certainly be no doubt that his instincts still run counter
to the American mainstream. Take a song called Roll With The Punches from the album Land of
Dreams (Reprise Records 25773-2, released September 1988). It’s a vicious lampoon of the right
wing attitude to welfare and social responsibility found both here and across the Atlantic:
There's all these boring people, you see 'em on the TV
And they're making up all these boring stories
About how bad things have come to be
They say "You got to, got to, got to feed the hungry"
"You got to, got to, got to heal the sick"
I say we ain't gotta do no thin' for nobody
'Cause they won't work a lick, you know
They just gonna have to roll with the punches, yes they will
Gonna have to roll with them
They gonna have to roll with the punches, yes they will
It don't matter whether you're white, black or brown
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You won't get nowhere putting down
The old Red, White and Blue
Tap it baby. Alright. All right!
How far in that direction have we moved in the United Kingdom? Strangely enough, we seem to
have come closer to the American political middle ground (formerly our far right) in the years of
Blair’s administration than we did in the Thatcher and Major years. We have more people who
think like Newman’s narrator now, than we’ve had for over a hundred years. If you want a
measure of the changes in the Labour party, just observe how, without changing his own views
one iota, Roy Hattersley has moved from it’s right wing to it’s left. Read his regular attacks upon
Blair
in
The
Guardian
(e.g.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/Columnists/Column/0,5673,842293,00.html). Pundits have said that
while Blair’s links with Clinton seemed natural they were surprised by his alliance with Bush.
This, I feel, only reveals the success of Blair’s deception. He is much more a natural ally of Bush
than of Clinton, both in economics and foreign ‘diplomacy’.
The tragedy of Britain aping the US current policy model is that it is such a distortion of that
country’s original model. The title track from Sail Away displays Newman subtlest of ironies,
for while he parodies his narrator’s patriotism,
In America you'll get food to eat
Won't have to run through the jungle
And scuff up your feet
You'll just sing about Jesus and drink wine all day
It's great to be an American
he also clearly shares his aspirations and envies his innocence:
In America every man is free
To take care of his home and his family
You'll be as happy as a monkey in a monkey tree
You're all gonna be an American
Ensuring that “every man is free to take care of his home and his family” is a clear summary of
everything a state should hope to achieve. To preserve that freedom the state must, yes, protect
its people from outside threats both military and economic. But how far should those concerns be
extended beyond national boundaries? The current brouhaha over the England cricket team’s
visit to Zimbabwe is a perfect example: should we be prepared to risk the lives of any of our
citizens to put right any perceived wrongs done by that country’s government? Clearly not.
Should we apply pressure on regimes of which we disapprove by refusing to trade with them?
Yes, if we put morality before money. Is the government prepared to do this in the case of
Zimbabwe, no – they prefer the cost free grandstanding of a sports ban. The American founding
fathers and many succeeding generations of Americans may look isolationist to us today, but
their disinterest in the rest of the world is commendable, compared to their descendants’
aspiration to be the World’s policeman and moral arbiter. Granted that advances in technology
require greater vigilance against outside threats, there is no excuse for meddling either openly or
covertly in the running of other sovereign states, either through political or economic subversion.
“You’re all gonna be an American” is today a threat under which the world lives, whereas 100
years ago it was a promise of salvation and escape from oppression.
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One other American artist who dares to dissent today is Steve Earle. He beautifully expressed his
dilemma (how to preserve the ideals of his country in the modern world) on a no te with his latest
album.
"Lately I fell like the loneliest man in America. Frankly, I've never worn red, white,
and blue that well. I grew up during the Vietnam War and whenever I see a flag
decal, I subconsciously superimpose the caption: AMERICA – LOVE IT OR
LEAVE IT across the bottom stripe. Back then, as now, it was suggested by some
that second-guessing our leaders in a time of crisis was unpatriotic if not downright
treasonous. We sent 55,000 of our sons to die far from home in the belief that if we
didn't arrest what we perceived as an 'evil empire' abroad that the last domino would
ultimately fall at our own doorstep. When no enemy presented itself at the gate, we
began to turn on ourselves, subjecting our own citizens to clandestine scrutiny by our
law enforcement agencies and persecution in our courts of law. Our new- found
'unity' became increasingly exclusive and eventually divisive until we fought each
other in the streets of Washington, Chicago, Newark, and Watts.
"Well, we survived all that – and I believe that we'll survive this, as well. We are a
people perpetually balanced on a tightrope stretched between our history and our
potential, one faltering step away from a headlong tumble from the most dizzying of
heights. But fear not – we're working with a net.
"In spite of our worst intentions and ignorance of our own history, our Constitution
has, thus far, proven resilient enough to withstand anything that we throw at it,
including ourselves. For myself, my faith in this one institution of our all too human
(and therefore imperfect) society is absolute, but, I hope, not blind. It was built to
last, but only if properly maintained. Fierce vigilance against the erosion of its
proven principles is the very heart of our peculiarly American brand of democracy. It
was framed by men whose names we are taught to remember by rote: Thomas
Jefferson, Benjamin Franklin, John Adams, Patrick Henry, Aaron Burr... the list is
long and distinguished and we call these men patriots. In times like these, it is also
important to remember the names of John Reed, Emma Goldman, Abbie Hoffman,
Bobby Seale, Malcolm X, Martin Luther King... those who defended those same
principles by insisting on asking the hardest questions in our darkest hours.
"God bless America, indeed."
Earle has often put himself on the line with views strongly contrary to the public mood in the
States. He once described himself as “a borderline Marxist…who utterly resists the American
capitalist ethic that if you are not entrepreneurial, you deserve to starve”. That is exactly the
sentiment of Newman’s narrator in Roll With The Punches (“I say we ain't gotta do nothin' for
nobody 'Cause they won't work a lick, you know”).
Earle’s bravest stance is on capital punishment, which he has taken far beyond song writing into
his involvement with Jonathan Nobles, whose execution he attended. American positions on this
issue are so extreme that even Earle’s audiences in the States probably don’t support him here.
On a bootleg of a performance in San Francisco (not the most right wing of towns), Earle’s
introduction to Ellis Unit One (written for the movie Dead Man Walking) gets a distinctly quiet,
if not frosty, reception from the crowd. I’d like to think that an average rock and roll audience
over here would accord such sentiments a much warmer welcome. I can’t be sure, for there is a
large grassroots support for hanging here as well, even if our politicians are not as afraid of the
baser instincts of the electorate as their American counterparts.
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One assumes or hopes that the other US artists that we view as profound and insightful would
also oppose such barbarity. But then, which is worse, that they support the death penalty, or that
they oppose it, but decline to speak out because they know they would be unpopular? Such
pragmatism is widespread. Bill Clinton, as Arkansas Governor, was prepared to preside over the
execution of a man who thought that he would be able to finish his last meal after the execution.
Why? Clinton did not want to hurt his chance of becoming President. Why then should
Springsteen or Dylan risk their audience to such perceptions? Maybe that’s why Dylan’s song
about the execution of the Rosenbergs, Julius and Ethel didn’t make it onto Infidels, in case it
was perceived as soft on capital punishment.
Earle, in his comments on “our new found ‘unity’” hopes that the current unanimity about Al
Queida, Saddam and weapons of mass destruction will dissolve like the silent majority’s backing
for the Vietnam War during the sixties and seventies. But that happened to coincide with a
cultural upheaval which created an undirected turbulence across all walks of life. Can we really
expect such a thing to happen again now? Even on the simple level of the music industry itself, I
can’t see it. Even if modern equivalents of Dylan and the Byrds and the rest arose now, they
would be absorbed and defeated easily by the much more sophisticated and cynical record
companies we have today.
In John Walker’s Blues, on his latest album Jerusalem, Steve Earle shows his understanding of
‘political science’, i.e. pursuing that simple goal of enabling the citizen “To take care of his
home and his family”. How can the U.S.A. reduce the chances of further terrorist attacks caused
by the situation in the Middle East? One of the first things is to better understand the thinking of
those who either plotted such an atrocity, or applauded it. Earle has, like Randy Newman,
adopted a narrator from an alien point of view, to help himself and his audience understand that
outlook better:
I'm just an American boy raised on MTV
And I've seen all those kids in the soda pop ads
But none of 'em looked like me
So I started lookin' around for a light out of the dim
And the first thing I heard that made sense was the word
Of Mohammed, peace be upon him
Not everyone around the world can not accept the MTV and soda pop lifestyle. They are forced
to seek an alternative philosophy of life. There is much more to the perception of the west as
‘The Great Satan’ than its support of Israel. Just as crucial is our mindless pursuit of economic
advantage and material goods.
Sadly Earle has been portrayed as a traitor or fellow traveller for writing and singing this song.
For whatever reason, many prefer to scapegoat their perceived opponents rather than understand
their position. The military-industrial complex needs new enemies now that the ‘evil’ Soviet
Empire has retired from the field. It is becoming difficult to explain the size of the military
budget to the taxpayers and voters. By characterising enemies or social scapegoats as ‘evil’, we
can escape any consideration of their views. This has long been the propaganda weapon of states
at war. If no real atrocities become apparent, they will be invented. Remember the intensive care
units supposedly stolen by Iraq from a children’s ward in Kuwait during the Gulf War? It never
happened. There is a whole raft of propaganda coming our way from Bush, Blair and their news
“management” teams. We need to consider their motives very carefully before we believe any of
it.
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AMERICAN ROOTS MUSIC
By Richard Lewis
You may have read about a series of programmes called “American Roots Music” that was
broadcast last year on American television on their Public Broadcast Service. There were four
one hour programmes featuring historic and contemporary footage of many of the 20 th century’s
pioneering artists. The publicity material that accompanied the series had this to say:
Like America itself, this historic television series is diverse in its scope, democratic in its
intentions, and dense with riches. From city or country, black or white, these sounds emerged
from a cultural maze to define our country’s musical heritage. These are the “roots” of
America’s popular music – blues, country, gospel, folk, Cajun, zydeco, bluegrass, tejano and
Native American.
I’m not sure if there are any plans to show the series over here or if it has already been shown on
one of the digital channels that I don’t yet have access to. However I do know that a double CD,
a coffee table type book and a DVD are all now available. I browsed through the book but did
not buy it as it seemed rather expensive but instead went into my local HMV and asked if they
had the DVD. They didn’t but on confirming its existence they offered to order it for me. It was
on sale for £17.99 so the shop assistant assumed it was a single disc DVD. I expected it to be
performances by some of the artists featured in the series such as Muddy Waters, Hank
Williams, and Bill Monroe etc. Imagine my surprise then when I went in a week later to collect
my DVD to get a double disc set that included all four of the one hour programmes narrated by
Kris Kristofferson plus bonus performances by Earl Scruggs, Doc Watson and others.
This is a simply wonderful series absolutely full of people and stories that fill you with joy. The
first episode is called “When First Unto This Country” and looks at the early country music of
Jimmie Rodgers and the early blues of Son House and Robert Johnson. The highlight has to be a
stunning performance by Son House of “John the Revelator” that makes the hairs on the back of
your neck stand on end. Later Robbie Robertson and Keith Richard talk about the influence and
importance of Robert Johnson. Robertson says:
Did he write good songs? No, he wrote great songs!
Did he sing good? No, he sang as good as or better than anyone!
Did he play good? No, he played amazing!
And those still photos just haunt you!
Episode Two was called “This Land Was Made for You and Me”. Pete Seeger talks about the
pioneering work of John Lomax as he collected the early cowboy songs. Then we meet and hear
Leadbelly and see this amazing still photo of the young Pete Seeger at an early Leadbelly
session. We hear about Woody Guthrie from both Alan Lomax and Studs Terkel and see the
famous clip of Woody, along with Brownie McGhee and Sonny Terry singing “John Henry.”
This is followed by another wonderful version of the same song by Bill Monroe featuring what
Mike Seeger calls “that high lonesome sound.” We meet members of Monroe’s Bluegrass Boys
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including Lester Flatt and Earl Scruggs and go on to other country stars such as Merle Travis,
Kitty Wells, Ernest Tubb and the late great Hank Williams. Once again Robbie Robertson
reminds us that if you want to talk about “hurting” then Hank Williams is the man as “he was
just damn good at it.” It also reminds me of why Bob Dylan dedicated “Writings and Drawings”
To the magnificent Woodie Guthrie and
Robert Johnson
Who sparked it off
Next we meet someone who was new to me but deserves all our thanks. Back in 1941 a white
man called Sonny Payne on a radio station in Helena Port, Mississippi gave a break to two black
musicians, Sonny Boy Williamson and Robert Lockwood Jnr. He helped them find a sponsor and
the King Biscuit Flour Hour was born. There is then the most incredible clip of Sonny Boy
Williamson playing harmonica. James Cotton who was about 8 or 9 at the time describes it and
we see Sonny Boy playing when suddenly he puts the end of the harmonica in his mouth,
removes his hand a nd keeps on playing! James Cotton, who must be at least 60 himself, shows
us how good he is but still is in awe of Sonny Boy. You have to see this bit. We go on to hear
about BB King and the trip to Memphis where we hear from Sam Phillips and the birth of Sun
records and Elvis.
Next comes one of my personal favourites, Howling Wolf and we move onto Episode Three
“The Times They Are A-Changin’”.
This starts off with the migration of black people from Mississippi to Chicago. We hear from
Marshall Chess who talks about how his father, Leonard, started Chess Records. We see Muddy
Waters, Little Walter, James Cotton, Willie Dixon and The Wolf! Moving on we come to the
arrival of BB King and then Gospel music. In this section along with Mahalia Jackson and The
Staples Singers is the most incredible performance of “Down By The Riverside” by Sister
Rosetta Tharpe. To see and hear her singing and playing the most amazing electric guitar makes
even an unbeliever like me want to testify!
Then we move onto the folk revival. We see The Weavers in suits and evening dress singing
Leadbelly’s “Goodnight Irene” and Woody Guthrie’s “So Long It’s Been Good To Know You.”
We hear about The Kinston Trio, Harry Smith and see The New Lost City Ramblers on Pete
Seeger’s Rainbow Quest TV Show. Prominent in this group are Mike Seeger and John Cohen
which then leads us to the emergence of Greenwich Village and clubs like the Bitter End. We see
and hear John Sebastian and Peter, Paul and Mary talk about a “yearning, aching for content and
truthfulness” and this of course can only mean one thing – Bob Dylan!
Nothing in this part is new but it is still nice to see. Lots of those early John Cohen photos are
shown, like the ones in that early Sing Out. We see a clip from “Don’t Look Back” and then
there is a section about the importance of the Newport Folk Festival where we see and hear
Clarence Ashley, Doc Watson and Mississippi John Hurt. This leads on to a discussion about
Dylan’s appearance in 1965 when he went “electric” backed by The Paul Butterfield Blues Band.
We hear from the usual suspects, Pete Seeger, Harold Leventhal and Peter Yarrow as well as
Butterfield’s drummer Sam Lay. Once again there is a marvellous selection of still photographs.
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Episode Three ends with a fine performa nce from Doc Watson as we move to the final Episode
Four “All My Children of the Sun” which looks at the modern roots revival and the emergence
of musical styles such as Cajun and zydeco as well as Mexican and Native American music. This
includes Marc Savo y, Dewey Balfa, Clifton Chenier, Steve Riley, Robbie Robertson, Gillian
Welch and Ralph Stanley.
I hope that I have given you a bit of a flavour of what is in store for you when you search this
DVD out as I hope you will. Amongst other things it makes you feel so humble at the courage of
all these musicians, including Dylan, who one day decided that this is what they had to do. The
rest of us are so lucky to reap the rewards.
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By

Robert Forryan

Losing Dylan
“I had to keep them in cardboard boxes in my bedroom, together with all the other Dylan
memorabilia I had collected over the years. My room was full of boxes, you couldn’t get the
door more than half open, you had to edge your way in.”

“Talking about Bob was like talking about myself”

“For some moments, hearing her say these things about Bob, hearing her compare this greatest
of men to a travelling player, I felt a mixture of fury and distress…”

“I told him about my conviction that there existed some intimate link between the great man’s
life and mine”

“I had a bad fright that morning. I wouldn’t have left the house at all on such a special day if the
man… hadn’t phoned to say they had a piece I might be interested in… nothing very remarkable
about it. But of course I agreed to buy it. It bore his image. It was seldom indeed I could resist
that”

“I will say what I think angels are. They can be dark or bright, but they all have the gift of
spontaneity, of creating themselves anew. This is a pure form of energy, and Bob was winged
with it”

The quotations above are all from a novel I have been reading lately. I am sure many of you will
recognise and even empathise with the feelings expressed by the central character whose name is
Charles Cleasby. Charle s is an obsessive and he is busily writing the ultimate, definitive
biography of his hero. You may already be thinking that you would love to read a novel about an
obsessive Dylan fan. However, I have cheated you. His hero is not your hero. I have changed the
name to demonstrate the similarities. For ‘Bob’ read ‘Horatio’ because the novel is Barry
Unsworth’s ‘Losing Nelson’ and Cleasby’s obsession is Admiral Lord Horatio Nelson. But it’s a
great read and I was struck throughout by the way all obsessives are so alike – it’s just the
obsessions that differ.
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Cleasby is a man who uses his obsessive interest in Nelson to provide him with an escape from
life. Nothing but Horatio matters to him. He avoids all relationships and, especially, eye contact.
For a start, he is a collector:
“While I was buying this piece and all the time I was bringing it home, my purpose
remained clear: I would put it with the other things in the cabinet. I was sustained by years of
happy acquisition, by the prospect of that healing peace that used to descend on me when I was
down there, moving about among my exhibits”
Sound familiar? Is this a situation you recognise – the inability to resist anything with Dylan’s
picture or name on it? And like most fans, Cleasby cannot tolerate any criticism of his hero:
“I had no idea what she meant by this, but I could not escape the feeling that she was getting the
upper hand in this discussion. And she was daring to criticise him, Horatio. The skin on my face
felt tight with the efforts I was making not to let my fury show”
“I could not explain how important it was for me to preserve his name and reputation, how the
remotest suggestion of deceit on his part filled me with a sort of dread, as if it called my own
existence into doubt, as if my bein g depended on his truth”

And just as Dylan fans go to concerts, visit Hibbing or Duluth, so do the Nelson enthusiasts visit
HMS Victory at Portsmouth and the historic sites where occurred the great events of his life. Sad
anoraks the lot of them! Dylan fans replay the past by listening to recordings of Dylan’s
concerts. Cleasby does the same by fighting again Nelson’s battles with scrupulously detailed
model ships – and he does it at the precise time on the exact anniversary of each battle.
Although Cleasby avoids relationships, he makes one exception. He is a member of the Nelson
Club which is a home for like- minded enthusiasts. JRS will be interested to know that they meet
in a bar, in an upstairs room which holds about 70 people, although usually about 35 turn up. The
members are all male, although a few wives do attend:
“I have no friends in the club. People are jealous of me, they envy my intimate knowledge of his
life. I never boast of this, but there is nothing I can do about the aura it creates about me”
“Not for the first time it occurred to me that the Club numbered too many cranks among its
members… ever since joining the Club I had known that my better understanding of Horatio was
resented by the common run of members”
His suspicions of the dubious qualities of his fellow members are confirmed when he visits the
home of one, only to discover that there is a picture of David Bowie on the wall!
And of course, in his conversations it’s always ‘Horatio’, just as to many Dylan fans it’s always
‘Bob’ – appropriating the hero as one’s own, as if one has a special relationship with him; unlike
the outsiders to whom it is ‘Dylan’ or ‘Nelson’:
“I wasn’t lonely. I had him”
But how real are such ‘relationships’? One of the characters says to Cleasby:
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“I know you are very bound up with him and it’s a good thing for a man to have a hobby, but I
have to say that you’re just about as different from Admiral Lord Horatio Nelson as a person
could possibly be”
Nelson has his biographers and other writers who delve into esoteric aspects of his life and career
– the Grays and Heylins of the Nelsonian world. And as with Dylan there are controversies.
Writers take sides, have enmities. And obsessives admire the writers whose opinions coincide
with their own.
In the end, the novel questions the whole concept of hero-worship or, if you like, fandom. The
words of two of the more sceptical characters:
“It’s a good thing to have a hobby, but he was only a man, that’s all I’m saying”
“There are no heroes out there… there are only fears and dreams and the process of
fabrication”
‘Losing Nelson’ is a book about the nature and dangers of obsession, of how an overconcentration on one person or subject is a denial of self, a narrowing of horizons and a rejection
of life. In the end, it is not Nelson that the central character loses, it is himself. Anyone who feels
that they might be an obsessive, or who recognises him or herself in this character, should read
this book. And be afraid. Be very afraid…
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Dylan Poets Society
all contributions welcome

‘only real poets should be allowed to write about Dylan’
Paula Radice
Freewheelin’ 195
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HIPSTERS,
FLIPSTERS
&
FINGER
POPPIN’
DADDIES!
By
CP Lee

A little while back I got a line in my head that just wouldn’t go away. It was the opening sentence
of this piece. I’ve always been a great fan of ‘what if?’ fiction and this is my contribution to the
genre.
Zimmerman cursed the day he’d come to New York. Dropping out of the University of
Minnesota hadn’t been his smartest move either, but sticking out his thumb and hitching across
the States to NYC in one of the coldest winters on record had taken the biscuit. All he knew was
he didn’t fit in there, all those commie beatniks in Dinkytown with their folk music and their
marijuana, and the guys in the Frat house with their stupid toga parties and beer drinking. Hell,
he’d only gone there to escape from Hibbing and his parents, and it was out of the frying pan and
into the fire.
He’d hated attending all the dumb classes at the U, but what had really made up his mind to
leave Minnesota was the way the chicks there had broken his heart. First Judy had given him the
run around, even after he’d asked her – no – pleaded with her to marry him! Then there was
Gretl, the two-faced bitch who’d run off with Dave Whittaker! And finally Bonnie. Well, his
mother had told him to never trust a goyim schicksa, and for once his mother had been right.
After a little soul searching he came to the reluctant conclusion that he only had two options and
one of them was unthinkable – either go home to his parents and end up working in his dad’s
store, or, and this was the only one that offered any hope, get out of the state and go somewhere
completely new, somewhere he could make a new start without any interference from his family,
or so-called friends. And that’s why Zimmerman hitched all the way to New York during the
coldest winter on record.
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Being a good Jewish boy he booked himself into the YMCA and set about finding a job. During
his first week he was hired by the city to shovel snow onto trucks and then shovel it off again
into the East River. It didn’t pay much but it covered his rent and allowed him the luxury of a
good meal in a diner near the hostel every night. He also got a crew-cut. He just couldn’t stand
having unruly hair. It was so curly if he didn’t get it trimmed regularly it went all over the place
and made him look like a god damned beatnik. It was at the barbers that he heard about what was
to become his next job.
The barber, an elderly Italian called Marco, was chatting with him about this and that, when
Zimmerman happened to mention that he was new in town and looking for a work.
“Why don’t you try the taxi place round the block?” Marco drawled. “They’re always on the
look out for new drivers. It’s called The Jack o’ Diamonds Cab Company. Say Marco sent you.”
“But I don’t know the city”
“What’s to know?” replied the barber. “All the streets are in a straight line. You go uptown, you
go cross-town. The only place with street names is the Village, and most of those are after 4th
Street. You’ll learn ‘em easy enough.”
Which is how, two weeks later, he found himself picking up a slightly flustered looking, bugeyed man from outside the New York Times office.
“Waverly Street, driver,” his fare asked, slouching back into the back seat of the cab.
“Er, I’m sorry sir, but you’re going to have to direct me. I’ve only been doing this job for a
week,” said Zimmerman looking in the rear view mirror at his customer.
“Shit! Never mind. It’s in Greenwich Village. Just drive downtown and I’ll direct you from
there. And don’t call me ‘sir’. My name’s Bob. Bob Shelton. What’s yours?”
“I’m called Bob too, but you can call me Zimmy,” the young driver replied, pleased at least that
‘Shelton’ or whatever his name was, wasn’t going to jump out and get another cab which did
know where it was going.
“How long you been in town Zimmy?” asked Shelton.
“Round about a month now. Came here from Minnesota.”
“Hey, do you know Dinkytown?” Shelton called from the back.
Zimmerman felt the muscles in his neck tighten. “Yeah”, he replied slowly. “Why d’ya ask?”
“I hear there’s a good music scene there. Is that right?”
“I guess if you’re into folk music, yeah. Why do you ask?” said Zimmerman peering through his
thick spectacles.
Shelton appeared to be taking a brown paper bag out of his briefcase. Pausing for a second he
looked up – “Been a long day. Don’t mind if I take a drink do you?” Without waiting for an
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answer he took a swig out of a bottle that was in the bag. “I write music reviews for the New
York Times. Folk music mainly. You heard of Odetta? Or Cisco Housto n? Woody Guthrie? I
write reviews of people like them.”
“The Kingston Trio! I like them!” shot back Zimmerman. “Hang down your head Tom Dooley.
That was a great song! Heard ‘em on the radio.”
He could swear he heard a noise from the back of the cab. A noise like a man stifling a laugh.
“Yeah, The Kingston Trio,” chuckled Shelton. “Look Zimmy, drop me off here. I gotta meet
somebody anyway.”
They were on W. 3 rd, just outside a club Zimmerman recognised as ‘Gerdes Folk City’.
“You got a call number for t his cab. I might use you again. A guy with your grasp of folk music
might be handy to have around when I can’t think of anything to write about”, said Shelton
squeezing himself out of the cab door. He pressed three bucks into Zimmerman’s hand and told
him to keep the change.
And so it was that Zimmerman came across Shelton on a fairly regular basis in the weeks to
come. It even made him take an interest in what was happening in the Village. He liked to please
Mr Shelton with his knowledge of who was playing where, and one Sunday afternoon he even
surprised himself by braving the cold and going to Washington Square to watch the ‘Folkies’ in
action. It just confirmed his original impressions from Dinkytown – a bunch of caterwauling hillbillies couldn’t do worse than the kids he saw plucking banjos and wailing away like Alabama
share-croppers. Give him Frank and Bing every time. Now those guys knew how to sing, and
you could understand the words properly, not like all that stuff about roses growing out of
peop le’s brains and lovers who are really geese and swans that turned into angels – whatever all
that shit meant. Give him Johnny Ray or Johnny Mathis anyday.
Still, even if he couldn’t stand the music it he got a buzz out of dropping names on Mr Shelton.
“Hey, I see Victoria Spivey’s playing at Gerdes tonight”, and “That Dave van Ronk fella sure
gets around, Mr Shelton”. His favourite fare took to booking Zimmerman to pick him up after
gigs as well as after work, but the young cabbie wasn’t too keen on that because very often the
writer would be drunk and with a bunch of his beatnik musician friends and they always seemed
to end up pitching him questions he felt awkward about. In fact, if he didn’t know better he
might almost say they were making fun of him. O ne night there was a guy with Mr Shelton, a tall
guy with a mid-west drawl and a cowboy hat who kept sending his pal into fits of hysterics with
his questions for the driver –
“Hey, Zimmy? Those Brothers Four. What they done to Woody’s songs. Kinda neat huh? The
way they changed ‘em around with those harmonies and everything”, the cowboy shouted.
“Take it easy Jack,” spluttered Shelton. “The kids only been in town a couple of months.”
“And those matching outfits? Real clean looking, huh?” continued Jack oblivious to his friend’s
comments.
All in all though, it was kinda fun driving Mr Shelton and his friends round, particularly because
it taught Zimmerman the lay-out of the Village streets and the places all these people hung out at.
Eventually through Mr Shelton, he reckoned he must have met all the ‘happening’ people there
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were in the Village and what was better was the fact that they used to book his cab as well.
Eventually he stopped driving days and stuck to the night shift because it was more lucrative,
and some of these folkies were big tippers especially when they were drunk.
One of his regular customers that he’s met through the New York Times writer was a young girl
called Suze. She lived with her mother and sister and Zimmerman got the impression that she
worked in the theatre or something. Whatever, she was young and cute looking, but he only had
eyes for her older sister Carla who worked for another friend of Mr Shelton’s, another weird
music nut called Lomax.
On the odd occasion Carla got in the cab with Suze, Zimmerman found himself curiously tongue
tied. It was mainly because she seemed so sophisticated and worldly. He knew the family was
mixed up in politics, they were always going on about civil rights and ‘the bomb’ whenever they
were in the back of the cab. Once he even took them to demonstrate outside Woolworth’s
because the store still had segregated seating in their cafes in the South. Carla asked him to come
and join them and he messed up by mumbling and saying something about having to pick up
another fare. Afterwards he realised that he’d blown a perfectly decent chance to get to know her
better, but what did he care about the things going on in the South. If his parents had taught him
one thing it was to keep his Jewish head down when people began going on about race.
Spring brought blossom to the trees of Washington Square, but summer brought with it murder.
The first Zimmerman knew about it was when he went to the garage early one evening to collect
his cab. The boss, a big lug called Riordan, called him over to the dispatcher’s office where he
was sat at his desk with two cops opposite him.
“Zimmy. This is Patrolman Clayton and Patrolman Clooney. They want a word with you.”
“Relax Mr Zimmerman, we just want to ask you a few questions” said one of the cops.
Although he knew he hadn’t done anything wrong he couldn’t help but feel nervous and he could
feel his cheeks starting to turn red as the two cops looked him over.
“Yeah, anything. Yeah” he mumbled as they handed him a photograph of a young girl. For a
moment his heart leapt because it looked just like Carla’s sister Suze. Then he realised the girl in
the picture was dead, her head slightly to one side, a sheet pulled up around her chin.
“This young woman was found murdered in the Village last night Mr Zimmerman. Al here,” he
gestured towards Riordan, “ Tells us you work there a lot and you might have seen her around?”
Zimmerman studied the picture for a few moments, silently cursing Riordan for putting him in
this position. “I’d like to help officer, but I don’t think I’ve seen her before. What happened to
her?”
“We can’t go into too many details at the moment. Her body was found just before midnight in
an alley off Bleecker Street.”
The cabby felt a rush of relief. He’d had to drive a bunch of gamblers out to Atlantic City the
night before, and while he’d cursed them then he was blessing them now. He hadn’t got back to
town till after one. Come to think of it, there had been a crowd and a few patrol cars parked up
near The Kettle of Fish, but he hadn’t given it much thought just imagined some drunken
students had been fighting again.
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“Er, I was ...” Zimmerman began.
“Out of town. We know”, said Clooney, finishing off Zimmerman’s sentence for him. “So you
haven’t seen her hanging around the Village before?” he carried on.
“Not that I can recall”, he replied desperately searching his memory. “But if I remember
anything I’ll be sure to get in touch.”
The two cops got up. “Oh well, you know what it’s like with runaways, the Village is full of
‘em,” Clooney said in the doorway.
The girl’s murder barely made page three of The Post, buried alongside an article about a young
local boxer called Davey Moore who was looking at moving up the fight ladder and having a
crack at the title in the next year or so, but it didn’t say too much. Her name was Karen Willis, a
teenage runaway from Oaklyn, New Jersey, and she’s been stabbed, probably after an argument.
Police were looking for any witnesses as to her whereabouts that night, etc. The usual stuff. Like
the TV show said, there are eight million stories in the naked city. Zimmerman went back to
driving. Before another week had passed he’d wish he hadn’t.
Around ten in the evening he was cruising round Washington Square heading towards
MacDougal when he spotted her. The same age as the dead girl, same colour hair. She was
wearing blue jeans and an old navy pea jacket. He was driving past her when a man shot up
behind her and grabbed her arm. Before Zimmerman could see what was happening they’d
vanished into the night, probably into the doorway of an NYU dorm. As he carried on up
MacDougal he tried to put her out of his thoughts. After all, she was just another kid. She might
even be a student, what did he want to know for?
He pulled up the cab by the sidewalk, climbed out, locked the door and walked back towards the
Square. At first he didn’t notice her body by the trash-cans, it looked like a sack of garbage, but
on his way back to the cab he took a longer glance and noticed the crimson stain spreading
across the flagstones. She was face down like a broken doll and it made him sick. Retching he
turned away and weakly called for help.
Ten minutes later a detective from Homicide was helping him clean the front of his suede jacket
while flash-bulbs popped all around.
“So you saw somebody grab her and thought you’d take a look?” asked the detective wiping his
front for him. Zimmerman was still in shock. A few feet away an old rabbi was confirming to
another detective that he’d seen Zimmerman park his car and walk back towards the Square, then
shout for help. “Probably some hop-head after cash. They’d kill their own mothers for a fix.”
said the rabbi gesturing towards the dead girl.
All Zimmerman could think about was that he hoped none of this got in the papers. If his mother
read about it she’d go crazy, get on the first plane to New York and drag him back to Hibbing.
“Oh God, no” he groaned.
“What was that?” shot the detective.
“Not another poor girl like the last one” he answered quickly. “Two of your guys came to our
office asking about her.”
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“What makes you think the same guy did both of them?”
“They look so alike, that’s why” answered Zimmerman before retching again.
The night seemed never ending. They took him to the precinct house where he spent what felt
like hours making a statement, going over it again and again to see if he could remember what
the assailant looked like. But it had all happened so quickly he couldn’t give them anything other
than the briefest description – a white male in dark clothing. He’d only seen him for a second at
the most. Finally they let him go and a friendly beat cop drove him back to his cab. Too tired to
continue and too disturbed to sleep he drove aimlessly around the Village in a kind of half
consciousness. Stopped at the traffic lights on 6th and Christopher Street he jerked awake when
somebody rapped on his side window. It was Shelton.
“Hey Zimmy! Am I glad to see you. I gotta go uptown straight away” he shouted climbing into
the back seat. “What’s wrong with you, you look like you’ve seen a ghost?”
On the way to 64th the young driver explained the night’s events, while Shelton nodded his head
sympathetically.
“The last thing you want to do is let it bug you. You can drop me off here. Now take this,”
Shelton offered him his brown paper bag.
“But I don’t drink, Bob” stammered Zimmerman.
“Go on, take it. Go home and drink it. It’ll do you good.” insisted the writer.
Zimmerman reluctantly took the bottle and drove off into the night.
The next day the murder was headline news. Fortunately his name had been left out of it. The
papers just said that the body had been discovered by a taxi-driver and left it at that. Probably as
he couldn’t give the police a clear enough description they didn’t seem particularly interested in
him, But this time they knew more about the victim.
She had a name and a past. She was Rebecca Cunningham, daughter of the Reverend John
Cunningham, and he was well known in New York political circles as an active member of
whatever protest group was going. The same went for Rebecca. Since the age of ten she’d been
on every march or sit- in there was. In New York media terms the family were well-known
liberals. She wasn’t a runaway either. Her family lived in Gramercy Park and were devastated
that she was the second victim of, a murderer the papers were now calling – The Village Ripper.
The cops were denying there was a link between the two murders but one source privately
conceded that there were ‘certain similarities’. Other than that they had to admit they had no firm
leads to go on as the only eye -witness – Zimmerman gulped – couldn’t furnish any useful details.
He took the next couple of days off and by the time he went back to work the temperature had
gone off the charts and it was an unbearable eighty-nine degrees and so humid that the moment
you stepped outside from the air-conditioning it felt like someone had wrapped a warm, wet
blanket around you. In his cab, even with all the windows down, it felt like a sauna. The summer
heat, if anything, made the Village a more popular place, the side-walk cafes were teeming with
people, the clubs full. The murders seemed forgotten. None of his passengers talked about them.
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Even Suze didn’t bring it up in conversation when he picked her up one evening outside her
mothers, and they only lived a couple of blocks away from the murder site. Zimmerman didn’t
pursue it, even though he was privately worried about Carla what with the resemblance and all.
Then one night somebody did bring it up. He’d got a call there was a pick- up asking for him at
the Bottom Line and when he pulled up outside he recognised the guy waiting near the doorway
as having been with Mr Shelton one night.
The guy got in and Zimmerman studied him in the rear view mirror. Tall and skinny with a mop
of curly hair that was way too long even by Village standards. He was dressed in jeans and a
denim work shirt with the sleeves rolled up. Zimmerman thought it was funny, the fare was
wearing shades even though it was after mid-night. The guitar case he carried with him went
some way towards explaining that. He was obviously a musician and they did things like that,
Zimmerman thought to himself. They thought it made them look ‘cool’.
“You the guy called Zimmy?” his customer enquired. “Shelton said you were reliable. My
name’s Morgan. I just played at the Bottom Line.” He gestured back to the club and carried on
without drawing breath, “Take me to St Marks Place. There’s a bar called Reno’s. I’m going
there.”
He slid into silence and leaned back in the seat. He seemed to be breathing hard, his leg was
bouncing up and down and Zimmerman noticed he was clutching something in his hand. For a
moment he thought it was shining. Then it was gone.
“You the driver who saw that Ripper cat the other night?”
Zimmerman was startled. “That’s right. Didn’t see enough though. Not enough to catch him.”
He thought he heard Morgan say something like “Better stay that way.”
“Excuse me?” he asked shooting Morgan another glance in the mirror.
“I said, isn’t it better that way? Easier to get across town.” Morgan gestured with his free hand.
“Makes no difference this time of night” replied Zimmerman. Morgan didn’t say anything, just
stared hard at a group of teenage girls walking along the street. He muttered something else that
Zimmerman didn’t catch.
Morgan didn’t say another word until he got dropped off at Reno’s and even then he only said
good night as he pushed a five dollar bill towards Zimmerman. Morgan’s hands were strangely
cold and clammy, e specially with it being so warm outside. It made Zimmerman shudder.
Not as much as shuddered the next day when he caught sight of the headlines. Another girl,
another murder. This time near 4th Street. The cops said it had the same MO as the other two and
were redoubling their efforts to find the criminal responsible. This time though, thought
Zimmerman, he might know more than them. He needed to find Shelton and fast.
Shelton sprawled in the back of the cab – “Morgan? I thought you’d a heard of him. He’s one of
the best goddamn new singers around. He’s started to write his own stuff too. It’s pretty good if a
little derivative. I might review him soon, he’s supposed to be getting a record deal.”
“Where does he live?” asked Zimmerman, glancing back.
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“I know where he hangs out,” replied Shelton, “But I’m not sure that he lives anywhere. He
crashes at all the usual places, the Gleasons, Van Ronks, sometimes with Hugh Romney.”
Zimmerman felt a stab of pain. He’s met Romney. He was a kind of master of ceremonies at
several of the venues in the Village. He used to pass the basket round for the performers. And
then one night he’d gotten into Zimmerman’s cab outside Folk City and the girl on his arm was
none other than Bonnie from Minnesota. What had hurt worse was, she hadn’t even recognised
him. Of course he’d put on a lot of weight since university. The puppy fat he’d had then had
solidified and sitting in a cab and driving around all night hadn’t helped get rid of it. Mark
Spoelestra had once jokingly told him he should take amphetamines like a lot of the performers
did. They’d keep him awake, and thin, he’d said, but Zimmerman had a natural reluctance to take
anything a doctor hadn’t prescribed. He didn’t even drink that much, just a little wine at
Passover.
“Anyway. Why this sudden interest in Morgan?” Quizzed Shelton.
“Er, no reason,” stammered Zimmerman. “He just seemed interesting. He got in the cab the other
night. Seemed in an awful hurry.”
“He’s always in an awful hurry,” said Shelton. “He’s got this idea that he hasn’t got long to live.
The way he tells it he’s already lived enough for two guys his age. Makes his songs interesting
though. OK, drop me off here, I’m going to watch Carolyn Hester.”
For the next couple of nights Zimmerman kept his eyes peeled for any sign of Morgan. He knew
he had no reason for suspecting him other than a peculiar kind of gnawing in the gut, but the
more he heard about him the more convinced he was that Morgan fitted the frame. For a start,
apparently he was an arrogant little prick, always putting people down. He could be really nasty
when he put his mind to it, viciously sniping at other people’s weaknesses, particularly women,
so Zimmerman was told. Another thing was the way he lied about his background, telling one
person one thing and then somebody else another. Morgan had, at times, been – in a circus, a
medicine show, a reform school for runaways – Zimmerman thought the last one was probably
true anyway. The guy claimed to have been everywhere and done everything. People even hinted
that Morgan wasn’t his real name. Whichever way you cut it, Zimmerman did not like Morgan.
He like him even less when three nights later Morgan got into Zimmerman’s cab. Getting in after
him was Carla. “Hi Zimmy,” she shouted. “Take us to The White Horse, we’re meeting the
Clancy brothers”.
Zimmerman stared in disbelief as Carla and Morgan kissed and cuddled throughout the journey.
By the time they got to the bar, he was almost emotionally torn apart. “There you go, kid,” said
Morgan thrusting a five spot at him. Zimmerman sat speechless as they disappeared inside. He
could hear the sounds of music and laughter coming from within the tavern. He switched off his
engine and decided to wait until they came out. That way he could protect Carla if that schmuck
Morgan made any move on her. He checked underneath the dashboard for the Saturday night
special revolver he kept there. Taking it out he put it in his lap and settled down to wait.
He must have fallen asleep because he was suddenly woken up by a frantic rapping on his
window. Shaking himself awake he rolled the window down. Carla stood there looking really
messed up.
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“Open your door Zimmy! Let me in!” she shrieked. She hurriedly climbed in and slumped down.
“Gimme a cigarette Zimmy, please,” she gasped.
Confused and half frightened Zimmerman turned round to speak to her.
“I, er, I don’t smoke Carla. What’s going on? You need help?”
“It was Morgan – the rat!”
Zimmerman clutched his revolver. “What did he do to you Carla?”
“Would you believe he wanted me to set him up with Suze! Wanted to get his ugly claws on here
next. The cheap bum!”
Tears were rolling down her cheeks and Zimmerman felt overwhelmed with love for her. To see
her in this state was just about broke him up.
“And all the time he was just using me. I hate him!” she sobbed.
“Where is he now, Carla?” Zimmerman heard himself asking her.
“We had a row. He stormed off. Said he was going to find her. Zimmy, I’m so worried for her!”
“Take it easy Carla. We’ll go round to your mother’s and check Suze’s OK,” he reassured her as
he started up the engine and headed off into the labyrinth of streets that made up the Village’s
lower end.
A few minutes later they reached Mrs Rotolo’s brownstone. Zimmerman screeched to a halt by
the kerb and Carla flung open the door and leaped out ahead of Zimmerman who followed after
her, clutching the gun in his right hand.
They could hear screaming as they neared the door of the Rotolo’s apartment.
Before they could get there they found Mrs Rotolo lying slumped in the hallway, a bloody stain
covering her chest.
“Oh my God!” screamed Carla falling to her knees and looking round imploringly at
Zimmerman. “Quick! Go inside! Stop him!”
Zimmerman blundered forward and flung open the door. Furniture la y scattered around the room
and in the corner the TV was on, its flickering blue light illuminating the scene in front of him.
He could make out a terrified Suze clutching the mantelpiece for support. Off to one side the
figure of a man lay sprawled face down on the floor.
“Suze. Suze. It’s OK. Carla and I are here,” he said softly as he trod over to the figure of the
man. “What happened to …” He was going to say, “Morgan”, but as he turned over the man’s
body he realised it wasn’t the singer.
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“I hit him over the head with an ashtray,” murmured Suze looking ashen faced, “He rang the bell
and Mom answered. The next thing I knew he rushed in here waving a knife.” She turned round,
“Mom”, she shrieked, “Where’s Mom?”.
“It’s OK Suze.”
It was Carla. “She’s been stabbed, but she’s gonna be OK. The neighbours have called an
ambulance. The cops’ll be here in a minute.”
The two sisters hugged each other and Zimmerman stared at the unconscious man. He looked
vaguely familiar, but he just couldn’t place him.
“I guess this is a bad time to call.”
Morgan stood framed in the doorway.
Zimmerman spun round and trained his gun on him.
“Whoa! Steady cowboy. I just popped round for a social visit. I didn’t realise it was a party.” He
half smiled, taking in the scene.
“Ah,” he said stepping over to the figure on the ground. “The Reverend John Cunningham, I
believe”. He crouched down and stared intently at the man’s face. “And out cold too. Guess I
won’t be asking you out in a hurry, Suze. Seems like you pack quite a punch.”
Zimmerman stared at him, speechless with bewilderment. In the background he could hear sirens
getting closer.
Morgan glanced up at him …
“He’s the ‘Village Ripper’, Zim. You know – the guy who’s been going round killing girls?”
“But he was the father of the second girl …” muttered Zimmerman.
Cunningham gave a groan and started moving his head. His eyes opened and he blinked.
Suze lunged forward – “You bastard! Why my mother!” she shouted violently.
Carla held her back, “Come on, we should be with Mom.” She helped her sister out of the room
and into the hall where the paramedics had just arrived.
Zimmerman found his voice – “What the Hell’s going on Cunningham?”
“She was going away,” he groaned. “Going away with this, this freak!”
Morgan smirked. “They all wanna go away with me, man, but they don’t understand that I ain’t
going nowhere.”
“That doesn’t explain why you killed that first girl, Karen.” snapped Zimmerman.
“I thought the only way to stop her was to kill her. You don’t know what she was like when
she’d made up her mind to do something. Nothing would stop her. I had to kill her so I could
save her from herself!” Cunningham broke down in tears and lay back on the floor sobbing. By
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this time the room was beginning to fill up with cops. To Zimmerman’s surprise, Morgan held
out his arm and they stepped back.
“So you mistook Karen Willis for Rebecca, didn’t you?” quizzed Morgan. The bewildered taxi
driver noticed that he now had a detective’s badge pinned to his shirt. That’s what he’d been
holding in the back of the cab. Not a knife. A badge. Morgan was a cop.
“OK, Reverend – Let’s have your last confession. Why the Rotolos?”
Morgan stared fiercely into Cunningham’s face waiting for an answer. Zimmerman felt faint as
the murderer stopped crying and opened his eyes again.
“Why not?” he answered staring furiously at Morgan. “I’d lost my little girl, why shouldn’t she
lose hers?”
Morgan punched him in the face. Suddenly. Brutally. Blood spurted from his broken nose.
Zimmerman knew he was go ing to be sick again. He couldn’t help but feel he should be used to
all this by now. He held back the bile.
“Fuckin’ freak!” snarled Morgan. “Clooney, book him. Clayton… help Mr Zimmerman find the
toilet before we see his dinner again.”
In a daze Zimmerman allowed himself to be led away by the burly patrolman. When he’d
finished in the bathroom Morgan and Cunningham were gone.
“Could you believe it?” shouted Shelton. “Morgan was a cop all along. And not any old cop he
was narc! Jeezuz! When I think of the things I must have told him!” Mr Shelton shuddered.
It was a week after the bust. The papers had had a field day. Morgan was a hero. It seemed that
he was an undercover narcotics officer who’d been put into place in the clubs of Greenwich
Village to flush out dope fiends and such like. He’d been picked by the NYPD because he played
guitar. Turned out his real name was Cohen. He’d called himself Morgan after some Welsh poet.
Or maybe the brand of rum he drank. Nobody knew for sure. He’d latched onto the Ripper
murders because he was right there in the thick of it in the Village.
“And those fools at Columbia were actually going to offer him a recording contract! Jeezuz
Zimmy! This is one strange world,” fumed Shelton as the cab drove him back to Waverly Street.
Zimmerman half-listened to Shelton fulminating about the last few weeks. It was early Fall now
and New York was cooling down. The leaves on the trees in Central Park were beginning to turn
brown. For the first time in a long time Zimmerman felt relaxed about living here. Now that
Cunningham had been arraigned before the Grand Jury, now that the Village was as back to
normal as it would ever be, now that he felt some kind of peace at last, Mr Shelton’s ramblings
didn’t bother him so much anymore.
He idly flipped on the car radio – apparently the President was going to make a speech about
Cuba. Might be interesting to listen to it ...
Well, some of the people were real – in fact, most of the people were real – all of the places were
real, and, who knows, a singing detective isn’t that far from the bounds of practised credulity
either!
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THE MISSIONARY TIMES

Like Ice, Like Fire
(Addressing The Night in ‘Visions of Johanna’)
Part 17: It Used To Be Called That And Now Its Called This……..

Paying full attention to the recommendations of C.P. Lee concerning the album ‘Jerusalem’ by
Steve Earle (see item number seven on C.P.’s Top Ten for 2002 - Freewheelin' 208) and taking
full heed of C.P.’s call to support the threatened artist, I went out and bought the album. My
only regret in this purchase is that I had left it so long for I should have been listening to this
album earlier, a lot earlier. Indeed, I recall that the last time a Steve Earle album was
recommended to me was back in the 80’s when the late John Green insisted that I should listen to
Earle’s album ‘Copperhead Road’. Now it could have been that what attracted JG to that
particular album was the track ‘Johnny Come Lately’ which was recorded with another of John’s
favourites – ‘The Pogues’ and included the lines:
‘We’re gonna drink Camden Town dry tonight
If I have to spend my last pound’
That plan of action would certainly have met with JG’s approval but I am doing John and Steve
Earle a disservice here by taking those lines out of the context of the song. In fact the song tells
the story of a fighter pilot in the American Airforce who visits London during the Second World
War and falls in love with, and subsequently marries, a girl from North London. The narrator of
the song is the grandson of the fighter pilot as is disclosed in the final verse of the song:
‘Now my grand daddy sang me this song
Told me about London when the blitz was on
How he married Grandma and brought her back home
A hero throughout the land’.
Although this song is clearly anti- war, the message contained within it is double edged because,
whilst ‘Death was rainin’ out of the London night’ in the course of the war, Grand daddy found
the love of his life. So out of something that was incredibly bad emerged something else that was
incredibly good. And on the subject of being incredibly good, I would go along with C.P. and
say that, had I spent some time with Steve Earle’s latest product in 2002, it would have got into
my top ten too.
The song ‘John Walkers Blues’ from ‘Jerusalem’ that C.P. highlighted in his Top Ten also
makes reference to war. Again the message is double edged for, in the mind of John Walker, his
death in war would be a sacrifice that would bring him to paradise by martyrdom. So, on the one
hand you have the immense suffering that war inevitably brings, but on the other, for this
particular soldier, the ultimate penalty for taking part in war would be glorious:
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‘If my daddy could see me now - chains around my feet.
He don’t understand that sometimes a man
Has to fight for what he believes.
And I believe God is great, all praise due to him
And if I should die I’ll rise up to the sky
Just like Jesus, peace be upon him.
We came to fight the Jihad and our hearts were pure and strong.
As death filled the air we all offered up prayers
And prepared for our martyrdom’.
A chilling state of affairs indeed and I can quite understand why the song sends shivers up and
down C.P.’s spine whenever he hears it. How can you possibly hope to understand, or deal with
such fanaticism?
My favourite song on the album is the final track and indeed the track from which the album
takes it’s name i.e. ‘Jerusalem’. Again the song relates to war and the venue for the conflict in
this song is that tinder box that is at the centre of what appears to be a never ending struggle i.e.
Jerusalem.
The scene is set by an ever familiar image of that particular part of the Middle East:
‘I woke up this mornin’ and none of the news was good
Death machines were rumblin’ cross the ground where Jesus stood.
And the man on the TV told me it had always been that way
And there was nothin’ anyone could do or say.’

Then, in a school of thought that is decidedly Lennonesque, Earle imagines a different scenario:
he takes a sad song makes it better:
‘Well, may be I’m only dreamin’ and maybe I’m just a fool
But I don’t remember learnin’ how to hate in Sunday school.’
But I believe there’ll come a day when the lion and the lamb
Will lie down in peace together in Jerusalem
And there’ll be no barricades then
There’ll be no wire or walls
And we can wash all this blood from our hands
And all this hatred from our souls
And I believe that on that day all the children of Abraham
Will lay down their swords forever in Jerusalem.’
Imagine that. It’s not easy if you can.
The idea of the lion and the lamb lying down together is not new in rock lyrics and of course
Dylan has used this image in one of his songs. In fact, if you relate certain ideas in the song ‘No
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Time To Think’, written 25 years ago, to the current situation of impending war, you will
appreciate just how prophetic Dylan can be:
‘Your conscience betrayed you when some tyrant waylaid you
Where the lion lies down with the lamb.
I’d have paid off the traitor and killed him much later
But that’s just the way that I am.
Paradise, sacrifice, mortality, reality.
But the magician is quicker and his game
Is much thicker than blood and blacker than ink
And there’s no time to think.’
Sacrifice and paradise, mortality and reality, traitors, tyrants and magicians are straight from the
headlines of today’s newspapers. I have however written a great deal in the past about Dylan’s
prophetic qualities and, to bring all this together and to preface my continuing work with
‘Visions of Johanna' I want to turn briefly to another poet and prophet, namely, William Blake.
The connection between Steve Earle’s album and Blake is quite easy to make for it is contained
in the title of their respective works namely ‘Jerusalem’.
Between 1804 and 1820 Blake worked on a massive project involving engravings and poetry that
he called ‘Jerusalem’. This has however nothing to do with the popular hymn well known as
‘Jerusalem’ the verses for which are in fact taken from another of Blake’s works namely the
poem ‘Milton’. In the hymn ‘Jerusalem’ (which is not in fact Blake’s ‘Jerusalem’, for he didn’t
give it the title ‘Jerusalem’) Blake also refers to a ‘lamb’ namely ‘the holy lamb of God’, and this
obvious reference to Christ is probably the reason why this particular work became a hymn for it
was adopted by the church but then given a completely misleading, and, in my view incorrect,
connotation. The extracts from ‘Milton’ are in fact a passage describing the power of, and the
delight in, the unfettered use of the imagination and, connected to this, masturbation! If you
mention Blake’s ‘Jerusalem’ to most people however, the title evokes images of church services
and meetings at the Women’s Institute! How misleading a mere title can be!
There is another link between Steve Earle’s song and William Blake’s hymn: they not only both
refer to Christ but they also make reference to how the ‘holy Lamb of God’ uses his feet:
Earle:
‘Death machines were rumblin’ cross the ground where Jesus stood’
Blake:
‘And did those feet in ancient time
Walk upon England’s mountains green?’
I wonder if Earle was aware of the cross over images between his ‘Jerusalem’ and Blake’s
‘Jerusalem’? Perhaps there is more to the title of Earle’s song and the title of his album than
meets the eye but then, I have always found, that the titles to any work are most intriguing and,
moreover, most important. I turn accordingly to the alternative titles given by Dylan to his
masterpiece ‘Visions of Johanna'.
As I have previously pointed out, (119) there is no entry in the index of Clinton Heylin’s Dylan
Biography ‘Behind the Shades – Take Two’ to ‘Visions of Johanna'. A remarkable omission you
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would think, in particular as Heylin, in his said biography, refers to the song as Dylan’s ‘most
perfect composition’ Instead Heylin lists this song under the heading ‘Freeze Out’ which was
the original title of the song and the one with which Dylan introduced the song when he
premiered the work at the Berkeley Community Centre on the 4th December 1965. Clearly not
being satisfied with just one title (or two when you take into account the title officially given to
the song of ‘Visions of Johanna’ when it was recorded on Valentines Day in 1966), Dylan made
it three when, during the 1966 tour of Australia he introduced the song as ‘Mother Revisited’. So
what was the point of these alternative titles and have they any relevance to the essence of the
song itself? I happen to think so. I would go further and suggest that they have a deep and
meaningful relevance.
Not many critics/authors/reviewers have made much of the alternative titles to ‘Visions of
Johanna’. Indeed the heaviest book of all on Dylan’s art namely Michael Grays ‘Song & Dance
man III – The Art of Bob Dylan’ doesn’t even make reference to the situation that the song had
alternative titles at all: in my view a regrettable (but quite common) lack of observation having
regard to the view expressed by many critics that ‘Visions of Johanna’ is one of the most
important songs in Dylan's canon. Stephen Scobie, in the introduction to his booklet ‘Visions of
Johanna’ to which I have previously referred (120) mentions the alternative titles and has a stab
at an explanation:
‘A few historical notes’. (about the song) The song was written in late 1965, and in its earliest
version it was known as “Freeze Out”. (On one occasion, Dylan also introduced it as “Mother
Revisited”: a title which may refer sarcastically, to the aspect of Johanna as “Madonna”, the
mother goddess.).
Whilst I am not sure about the inference of sarcasm in Dylan’s alternative title to the song, I
think that Scobie has a very good point indeed when he links the ‘Mother’ of the alternative title
to ‘Madonna’, as I will endeavour to explain later. But first, a consideration of the entire lyrics of
‘Visions of Johanna' shows that the same do not include the word ‘mother’ from the second
alternative title anywhere, but they do include the word ‘freeze’ from the first alternative title:
the line being:
‘See the primitive wallflower freeze.’
I have previously referred to my stance of painting a picture with this extensive interpretation of
‘Visions of Johanna' and in those three words : ‘primitive’, ‘wallflower’ and ‘freeze’ I see all
kinds of images that set my brush hand starting to work furiously. I make no apology for the
deconstruction of Dylan’s words here, and this is not a guessing game as to what those words
could possibly mean in a cold , academic literary criticism sense: I am doing my own thing here:
adding to my canvass until I can walk away from the song and say ‘It is finished’ . In the
meantime……..
Let me take that word ‘wallflower’ first. A reference to the flower itself perhaps: the Cheiranthus
cheiri that blooms with golden yellows and oranges in late summer. Or an image of any flower
hanging on a wall, like a painting. But there is another meaning to the word ‘wallflower’ i.e. a
person who is alone and without a partner; and the word is genderless so the person thus
described could male or female. It is this matter of being without a partner that intrigues me in
my interpretation of the line for such a condition implies the absence of sexual activity. In this
respect I revert to part16 in this series of articles and in particular to the women described there
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who have denied themselves any sexual activity for the purpose of playing the disorder of
androgyny against the order of the female cycle. In expounding on the lines:
‘In the empty lot where the ladies play blindmans bluff with the key chain
And the all-night girls they whisper of escapades out on the ‘D’ train.’
I wrote:
‘Firstly, where a lady is able to able arrest the order of her female cycle, to halt her periods, her
womb will always be an ‘empty lot’ because she will never be able to conceive. In that respect
the ‘key chain’ will refer to a chastity belt, which prevents her from having intercourse; the
‘bluff’ is the suggestion that she actually has something behind the chastity belt worthy of
consideration but the reality is there is nothing to find or see – hence the reference to a
‘blindman’.
The ‘all -night’ girls of the second line clearly have been able to arrest time, they live in a
situation where it is ‘all- night’ and they can only whisper of their escapades because there is
nothing, really nothing to shout about!’
Turning to the use of the word ‘freeze’ in ‘primitive wallflower freeze’ I tend towards the same
expression of ‘arresting’ or ‘freezing’ time; of making time stand still to ensure a certain
condition prevails. So my wallflower is a woman with a ‘frozen’ womb who denies herself
sexual activity. Seems like a ‘Freeze Out’ in anyone’s book! And ‘primitive’? This is perhaps
the key linking word of the three because it suggests an original state of being: so I see an image
of a womb frozen in it’s original state; before any possible incident of impregnation: and, lower
down the scale, before the penetration of the vagina by intercourse. The state of virginity.
If only through half closed eyes you can see my image of the title ‘Freeze Out’ as relating to a
virginal female, then I challenge you to open your eyes wider when I join this title to the further
alternative title of ‘Mother revisited’. Stand back for a moment and see the resulting
combination: a Virgin Mother. In fact, the most famous Virgin Mother of all time, or, in my
view, a representation of the Virgin Mother in the form of the Madonna. I am with you Stephen
Scobie!
Now ‘Madonna’ is a word that Dylan uses in the song by the following line:
‘And Madonna she still has not showed’
Following my drift relating to females who arrest their periodic cycles, and taking a ‘show’ as
an indication of the commencement of such condition, it seems clear that Dylan’s Madonna still
has no periods and could not thus conceive. But this is getting all very gynaecological and I
may be accused of straying too far down below the surface of my canvas so I will change tack,
but only slightly.
In another song on another album Dylan portrays a situation where he feels ‘frozen’ in a position
and unable to move. The song is ‘Don’t Fall Apart On Me Tonight’ and the album is ‘Infidels’.
This feeling of being ‘frozen’ is portrayed as follows:
‘But it’s like I’m stuck inside a painting
That’s hanging in the Louvre
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My throat starts to tickle and my nose itches
But I know that I can’t move’.
Compare this image to a description concerning the position of probably the most famous
painting in the world :
‘Why is that, of all the six thousand paintings in the Louvre, it is the only one to be exhibited in a
special box, set in concrete and protected by two sheets of bullet proof glass?’
This description comes from the introduction to the wonderfully illu minating book ‘Mona Lisa.
The History of the World’s Most Famous Painting’ by Donald Sassoon (121). I will have much
to say about ‘Mona Lisa’, who of course appears, with ‘the highway blues’ in ‘Visions of
Johanna', in my next article and I will be quoting extensively from Sassoon’s book (he does in
fact quote the line from the Dylan song). As a start, this is a little bit if history that Sassoon
provides about the Mona Lisa:
‘This is, allegedly, the portrait of a Florentine lady, Lisa Gherardini, the wife of Francesco del
Giocondo, a wealthy merchant. She would have been addressed as ‘Monna’ Lisa , Monna being
a contradiction for Madonna (mia madonna). The spelling ‘Mona’ is erroneous……’ (122)
So, the Mona Lisa is really a Madonna, or, as the book suggests, it could be Leonardo da Vinci
himself in drag. We are thus back to ambiguity of gender and transvesticism. One of the reasons
why Joan of Arc was put to death. The other reason of course was because she had visions. And,
just in case you need a reminder about my French connection, the Louvre is a museum in France!
JRS

(119) Freewheelin’ 189. Part 1. ‘Like Ice, Like Fire’
(120) Freewheelin’ 199. Part 10. ‘Like Ice, Like Fire’
(121) published in 2002 by Harper Collins
(122) ibid. page 2
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